
“Standard Public Meeting
Syndrome” (SPuMeS) and what to

do about it

We have got to stop meeting like this. Here’s why, and how
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Executive Summary

Public meetings should be important not just for informing attendees of the fine detail of the
causes and consequences of bad government, bad policy, bad corporate activity etc.
Meetings should also be opportunities for those who attend to meet other people (the clue is
in the name) and to think about how they could be more involved in social movements for a
better world.

This document argues that there is a Standard Public Meeting Syndrome (SPuMeS) which
means they fail to do so. [Btw, spume is “froth or foam, especially that found on waves.”]
It argues that those who organise and star at standard public meetings have created a
format that benefits them in the short-term, but is at best useless (and often worse than
useless) for movement-building (as distinct from mobilising). It uses transactional analysis (a
form of psychoanalytic thinking), to outline the mutually supportive relationships between
organisers, invited speakers (called sages here) and attendees.

SPuMeS is pernicious, pervasive and persistent.  It is not inevitable, however. The bulk of
this document is made up of specific actions that organisers, sages and attendees could
take before, during and after meetings.

It also outlines the resistance that will be encountered by those who would try to disrupt the
current order.

This is a severely cut down version of a longer and perhaps more nuanced (or just
self-indulgent?)  document. If you want that, email me.

Key words: public meetings, public meeting syndrome, social movements recruitment,
retention, information deficit model, smugosphere, emotacycle, egofodder, thin consensus,
sages

Copyright Marc Hudson. All rights reserved blah blah.



Introduction
There is a fable about some mice.

The mice – aggrieved at the carnivorous behaviour of a cat and the rising death toll among
their friends and family - gather to debate the issue. At the climax of the meeting they all
agree that it would be better if the menacing and marauding cat were to wear a bell, so that
the mice would be warned of its approach.

The meeting is about to break up, the mice all in good spirits at having achieved such
consensus, when one of the older mice (perhaps a veteran of previous such meetings?)
sticks up his paw and asks the simple, killer, question – who will bell the cat?

This question – of who is going to take what actions to what effect – puts everyone, the
questioner and those on the receiving end, on the spot. No longer is it possible to repeat
comforting bromides about how the world should be. Questions about strategy, tactics and
the capacity to turn those tactics into actions, come to the fore.  These questions disturb the
cosy (and thin) consensus.  These questions are very rarely asked in any meaningful way,
even (especially) at the events which are most publicly about “what is to be done?”, namely
public meetings.

This document seeks to explain the ways in which public meetings are stabilised against the
threat of the potentially devastating “who will bell the cat?” question.  It first describes the
typical public meeting (there are of course local variations), then outlines the nature and
motivations of the three types of participant – the organiser, the speaker(s) (the sage(s) on
the stage and the attendees.

Drawing on transactional analysis, it then looks at the relationships between those
participants,and what they offer to each other in the stable Standard Public Meeting. Next it
looks at what could be done – by each of the three types of actor, to ameliorate the damage
caused by the standard format, and finally the resistance a reformer might encounter.

Disclaimer

Before we proceed, a disclaimer around what the document is NOT arguing. This disclaimer
may avoid – or reduce – unproductive debates. This document does not seek to argue that
all public meetings are always badly designed or executed. It does not seek to argue that no
“uninvolved” member of the public has ever become more involved in a group or a
movement via the mechanism of having attended a public meeting as a relatively uninformed
“punter.” Nor is it arguing that “fixing” public meetings is the only, or even the main
short-to-medium term challenge facing social movement organisations or social movements.
It should not be taken to imply that once meetings are “fixed” then everything else is plain
sailing.

Why this topic matters

As will be explored below, the current format of public meetings has only appealed to a
relatively small number of people. These are those people who are both willing and able to



attend evening meetings, usually held in city centres (and so reliant on either personal car
journeys or public transport) who also see themselves as current or potential members of
campaigning groups. While these meetings usually have a small number of ‘fresh faces’
among the attendees, these fresh faces do not tend to stick around. If the issue is salient in
the media, these non-returners are replaced by other fresh faces, until such time as the
issue on which the meeting is being called is no longer salient in the media and society. At
this point numbers tail off, often quite dramatically. That is to say, there is a great deal of
“churn” from meeting to meeting, with people who attend one or two meetings not being
seen again. (If this were not in fact correct, groups would be growing in size and depth. In
reality, they are not).

The usefulness of public meetings in converting vague interest into actual commitment to
become involved in a social movement organisation, is, at present, extremely limited. While
an exciting and energising meeting is not, on its own, sufficient to create “new activists”, the
absence of exciting and energising meetings makes the task of converting a slight concern
into actual engagement, let alone commitment, far more difficult. Good meetings are
“necessary but not sufficient.”

Types of meetings

There are of course various types of event falling under the general term “public meeting”,
including day-long conferences, seminars etc. They all have slightly different dynamics and
norms, and different problems. For reasons of space, clarity and mental capacity (the
author’s, that is), this document only engages with the kind that lasts between an hour and a
half and two hours (usually from 7 to 9pm) on a weeknight.

With the coming of COVID, online meetings have become an accepted repertoire.  It
remains to be seen if they persist - or if some hybrid emerges. The third possibility,of an
overall return to the pre-existing norms seems likely.



Section One Standard Public Meeting Syndrome –
causes, consequences
This section describes the “normal” public meeting and explores the motivations of the
different actors and the tacit contracts between the actors, based on ‘transactional analysis’.

What is the normal public meeting?

What follows might be seen as a Weberian Ideal Type. There will therefore be deviations
from what is described, due to local factors and previous successful attempts to modify the
format.

I have divided this description into “before, during and after.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ideal_type


Before

There have been posters/Facebook events/Twitter gifs saying when and where a Big
Speaker (or several Big Speakers) will be speaking about an Important Issue.

There is no obvious mechanism for people who cannot attend to submit questions or
suggestions (other than plaintively emailing/tweeting the email/twitter account on the poster).

[There will be no clear PURPOSE to the meeting beyond “awareness raising”, though there
may well be a tacit agenda about “building momentum” towards protest X in Capital City Y
on date Z.]

During

A room or meeting hall set up with a table facing rows of chairs. This table at the front is
where the speaker(s), treated as sages, will sit. The attendees file in and start to occupy
seats in the rows.

There is no encouragement to speak to anyone else (though people who know each other
will nod hello, or cluster in groups). There may or may not be information on the seats about
what the format of the evening will be, what else is happening (and often a flyer for the focal
event in the future).

Within a few minutes of the schedule start time, the organiser will announce that the meeting
is starting.

There may or may not be any thanks to people for coming out. There is usually a request to
switch phones off or switch them to silent.

If the meeting is happening in Australia, there is either a welcome to country or an
acknowledgement of country[8]

The organiser will then announce the speaker(s), the sage(s) on the stage. These people will
literally set the agenda. It’s them  to whom those in the audience are expected to defer (This
authority may be temporary or permanent.)

The sage(s) will speak for at least as long as was agreed, and quite possibly a bit longer.
The chair of the meeting may or may not make efforts to keep the speaker(s) to their allotted
time, and may or may not be successful (Anecdotally, if there are more than two speakers,
then time keeping tends to be rigorous.)  The gender issues around chair and speaker are
often complicated by status and power, but also by concerns among male chairs not to be
seen to be silencing female speakers, Generally the gender and age dynamics of this can be
revealing. I have seen younger, lower status (and often female) chairs unable to cope with
an old white male in full flow), and – understandably – give up.

The chair will then lead a round of applause as thanks. In almost all cases, the chair will
then immediately invite questions from the audience (usually with some plea to keep



questions short – “no speeches”) while pointing out that there is not a great deal of time. The
hands that go up are male. There are either speeches, or questions that are asked are
designed to display how much the individual knows about the issue, or cares about it, or
both (Footnote – I have been guilty of this many many times. It’s a dick move, and I am
trying to get better at not doing it with some mixed success)

The sage(s) on the stage answer the questions, often at great length, using the opportunity
to add things they forgot to say during their first speech.

People are beginning to tire, physically and mentally. Some are already leaving. Women,
realising that the questions they had thought were not up to scratch are actually as good
as/better than what is being put forward by men, stick up their hands. But the allotted time
for the meting is almost over, so even if they do get the opportunity to ask a question, the
answer it receives will be cursory at best.

The organiser then calls the meeting to a close, there is a spontaneous or called-for round of
applause. Many people leave, but a few, usually “usual suspects” linger to talk to the sage or
the organisers, or to sell newspapers to one another. Some will head off to a pub to dissect
what happened and discuss further.  One hot topic is usually the next Big Event and whether
this will be the “breakthrough”.

After

There is either no blog post about the event, or else an entirely unhelpful one that just says
how many people came (a number often inflated) and some general comments.

At the other end of the spectrum, the entire footage of the meeting is “dumped” online.

The questions that were left unanswered (or unasked) on the night do not get an airing (no
promise was made by the sages to reply, or the promise was made and then not followed
up/kept).

The organisers have patted themselves on the back for a job well done and start planning
the next meeting, or the next protest.

And the cycle repeats.



Three key concepts

Before I address the question of the motivations of the organisers, speakers and types of
attendee and the transactions between actors stabilise the syndrome, I want to introduce
three concepts - “ego-fodder,” “thin consensus” and the information deficit model.  (For the
concepts of the smugosphere and emotacycle, see Appendix Two. They are talked about
more in the even longer version of this document.)

Ego-fodder

“Egofodder” is my term for the audience at any event not explicitly designed for maximum
feasible audience participation. The term is an echo of “cannon-fodder”

Ego fodder are the attendees at any event that has not been organised for maximum
possible participation, which have not been structured to provoke the highest possible
amount of participation, engagement and mingling.

Ego fodderification is the process by which organisers (and to a lesser extent sages and
attendees themselves – not wanting to go full Goffman) ensure that attendees become
audience, rather than participants.

Identifying characteristics include

● Attendees sat in rows, listening to the Great and the Good (BENs or LAURIEs - see
below) giving generic “the cat should wear a bell” speeches that could just as easily
have been posted on Youtube.

● A Q&A that is dominated by speech-y questions by men,
● “Comment tennis” between sage(s) and audience members
● The remaining energy leaking from the room like a punctured balloon.

Organisers seem to like attendees to be turned into ego-fodder, into an audience, because
they are then docile bodies.[6] It’s easy, safe and keeps the invited sages happy, because
they won’t be asked any particularly awkward questions.

It took me ages to realise and even longer to accept that some attendees like, at least some
of the time, being turned into ego-fodder. I think this is partly because people like to conform
to norms and partly because they can sleep with their eyes open while still being seen to
have attended. I will come back to the class aspect of this later.

It should go without saying that ego-foddering is actively destructive of the vibrant and
growing civil society that academics, politicians and activists claim they want to
create/engage with.

Ego-fodderification is the process by which attendees are turned from participants into an
audience.  There is a potential for activity and interaction, but this is only a potential. If the
meeting is designed to minimise or eradicate this potential. Even if the design is sufficient,



poor execution (e.g. failing to contain a sage to his – or more rarely her – time limit, will
reduce the time in the Q and A.)

I have written about the emotional dynamics of ego fodder here (Hudson 2020 14th

December).

Thin Consensus

Finally, “thin consensus” refers to the agreement that “x is
bad/malfunctioning/maladaptive.” – This is best exemplified by the iconic ironic protest sign
“Overthrow capitalism and replace it with something nicer.”

https://marchudson.net/2020/12/14/the-emotional-dynamics-of-ego-fodder/


Thin consensus allows for a superficial agreement and maintenance of existing relationships
and relative harmony within a subset of individuals and groups.  More detailed questions – of
what x should be replaced with (y? z?, yza?) and who should do what by when will normally
lead to potentially disruptive questions being posed. Individuals and groups may be
confronted and unnerved by the likelihood of

· Awkward conversations with current allies and friends (especially unions and
social-democratic political parties)

· The expectation of new skills and knowledge acquisition, both of which may involve the
deployment of scarce time, energy and courage

· A rearrangement in the existing ecosystem (“I know my place in the pecking order. I am
neither top dog nor bottom dog.  If we have to start doing things differently, that stability
vanishes.”)

Anecdotally, this is especially threatening for groups who perceive themselves as having a
monopoly on the correct analysis/action, and who are unsure of their capacities to absorb
and retain human resources (looking at you, Trots. Not that the liberals are anything to write
home about either. Nor the soi-disant pissant “rebels”. But I digress…)

The final element of the theoretical background, transactional analysis, will be dealt with
below).



The main pull factor is that it’s easy and it helps generate outrage, which probably has
some oxytocin effects- the group under attack, bad people over there who can be
condemned as the target of outrage..

The main push factor is that it takes you away from the danger zone of having to specify
who will do what by when, with what skills, knowledge, resources and relationships.

Alternatively, we can think of this as a question of gravity, with the boulder of thin consensus
more likely to roll downhill than be pushed up hill by any given Sisyphus. (see figure)

The information deficit model

The underlying assumption is that of the “Information deficit model”

The “information deficit model” would have you believe that people behave in the way they
do because they have not been exposed to, or have not yet accepted into their hearts, the
truth.  In much the way of Christian missionaries taking word of the Gospel to the poor
savages in need of salvation, organisers of meetings tacitly believe that what is needed to
turn relatively quiescent citizens into active citizens is… more information.

People will sit in rows, have their tops of their skulls unscrewed and knowledge poured from
the jug marked “The Truth” into their heads. Their skulls will be screwed back on, they’ll be
patted on the head and sent out into the world, now “fixed” and fully prepared to “do the right
thing.”

This is patent nonsense, of course, but if you are the one holding the jug, it does not
necessarily feel that way. After all, you are deriving social and emotional benefit from your
status as the jug-holder. You’re at least the parent, possibly even the adult.



Related to this, the format of public meetings is unmistakably that of a traditional school,
where there is someone at the front of the room who has the authority, the position in the
hierarchy and the knowledge of the (hidden) curriculum. This person must be paid attention
to by those sat in rows, who should not be distracted by the antics of others.  IF they are
lucky, at the end of the lesson, they may be allowed to ask questions. And a great deal of
this will be performative – people attempting to display either their virtue in having absorbed
the “right” lessons, or showing off that they have done all their homework and more.  There
is a class element to this. Those who prospered in school, and accrued the rewards in life in
various bureaucracies and hierarchies, have fond memories of being at school, of
performing appropriately, and are transported back to that spot. (For a brilliant summation of
how class [and race] work in schools, see Peters, C. “The Boy next to me sings all the time”)
Those who did not have a good time in school (the majority, surely) are significantly less
enamoured of the format, and vote with their feet.

There is comfort in regression of course… To quote myself (Hudson, 2013)

“The rest of us, with less responsibility in our day-to-day lives, are able to regress

merely to being a school-child, sat in rows, listening to the Clever Parent at the front.

No jobs, no direct-reports, no kids to look after, we can, for the length of the event,

just be the docile/obedient Child.

Attempts to turn us into Adults in this setting will be resisted, both by those who wish

to be Parents, and by those who want to be Children. Efforts at de-ego-fodderification

are, thus, if not futile, then likely to meet with an enormous amount of (mostly covert

and unconscious) resistance.”



Standard Public Meeting Syndrome (SPuMeS)

According to Calvo et al. (2003) a syndrome is

“a recognizable complex of symptoms and physical findings which indicate a specific
condition for which a direct cause is not necessarily understood” (Calvo et al. 2003)

This seems to fit what I have described above.

I would offer the following as a tentative definition of SPuMeS -

“the recognisable complex of behaviours and outcomes in the conduct of
public meetings which indicate the stable socially agreed norms, while
(in)advertantly excluding those who do not possess a relatively narrow band of
cognitive, financial and social resources.”

To put it another way, in the same way that there is such a thing as market failure (despite
those ideologues who would like to deny it) there is also such a thing as movement failure
(despite those ideologues who would like to deny it).

Those ideologues would say, well, if it is as bad as all that, how could it possibly persist?
The next section of this document answers that question (to my satisfaction, anyway).

And yet it persists…

So, we have described  what it is, but we have not described why it is as it is, and why it
persists… There is no value in describing a problem and then leaping straight to proposed
changes. In fact, such a behaviour might in fact be worse than useless, since, in failing to
reform or change the status quo, it will strengthen the hand of those who want to maintain
the status quo while simultaneously demoralising those who want/need change.  Therefore it
is necessary to explain who is benefitting from the status quo, and how (later on in this
document I outline how those opposed to change might behave).



Transactional analysis

I have already written about the normal format of meetings (Hudson, 2017), what
pathologies are present and what could be done differently (with my colleague Marc Roberts
I even did a website called Healthy Movements, illustrations from which appear later in this
document.

The main theoretical elaboration in this current document is the extended use of
transactional analysis (TA). It has enabled me to re-arrange previous observations, and
thicken them, and to create some (imagined!) social contracts and messages between
sages, organisers and attendees. Before I address motivations and transactions, I need to
explain TA

Transactional analysis is an offshoot of Freudian psychoanalysis, devised by Eric Berne in
the 1950s. It seeks to analyse the causes and consequences of repeated interactions
between individuals.

Transactions are what is offered/given and received in interactions between individuals. TA
also posits a three cornered (Triadic) relationship of the Parent, Adult and Child.

In the situation of SPuMeS, the organiser purports to be the Adult, bringing together the
sage and the attendees. The sage adopts the position of the wise Parent, who knows what is
best, and who will both advise and discipline the child. The attendees, turned into an
audience by the format and social norms, will largely adopt the role of Child, there to learn,
to do what they are told (obviously, within the attendees there will be people, with agendas of
their own, keen to be participants rather than audience, who wish to either be Adults or
alternative Parents, seeking to capture some of the audience as their own children.  This is
one of the power struggles that the traditional format of Q and A both attempts to control and
contain, but simultaneously encourages.

Nothing in the above is meant to say that people do not “naturally” move between these
states, nor that they should not. That is to say, my aim here is not to denounce people for
seeking cognitive or emotional security, nor to state that nobody is legitimate in seeking to
provide these.  My argument is different – that we should acknowledge this dynamic in the
“normal” public meeting, and seek to create OTHER possibilities alongside, for attendees to
become participants, and to find other participants who will be able to both support and
challenge them.

Public Meetings are the way they are not just because of the social norms that exist, but
because there are so few functional groups that can display what they are doing and provide
ways “in.” In the absence of being able to conceptualise and display “functional social
movement organisation” we instead reach for the big events.[10] I suspect there a chicken
and egg dynamic at play – you cannot get those good meetings unless you have lots of
functional groups, but you are unlikely to get functional groups until there are lots of good
public meetings (and even then, that is most definitely ‘necessary but not sufficient’).

https://healthymovements.wordpress.com/


SPuMeS – motivations and transactions

To recap, public meetings follow a relatively predictable format (though obviously there are
variations and local modifications.) They involve an organiser, one or more sages on the
stage and an audience. Analytically, it is not enough merely to describe the format of the
typical meeting. Without an understanding of the underlying normal transactions underneath,
there is no compelling explanation for the stability of the format, and the resistance offered
on the rare occasion when real change is attempted. If we are to understand the
homeodynamics of the situation (necessary in order to have any chance of making lasting
changes), we must understand the motivations and rewards that each actor offers to the
other two.  What follows does not purport to be either complete or predictive.  There is no
Ideal Type of motivations explaining what is occurring at any given meeting. And we must
remember that for most actors this is ‘iterative’, with the actors bringing memories of
previous events and norms to the current meeting. Whether or not it is part of an
emotacycle, the meeting is likely to be part of an ongoing series between various actors
(especially organisers and audience).

Motivations

Motivations often shift, and wax and wane. With those provisos in mind, I now turn to the
different motivations of the various actors, before turning to the interactions among them

The Organisers

The organisers are hoping to put on a vibrant and well-attended event that creates a sense
of momentum for the issue and competence/centrality for the organisers. If this is a “feeder”
event in an emotacycle, i.e. is attempting to get more people attending a regional or national
“focal event” (a march, a protest) at some point in the near future, then numbers in
attendance and press coverage becomes even more important as a success metric.

More generally, organisers will want to feel competent, to get donations to cover the costs of
hiring the venue. It may be the case that they wish to sell newspapers and other material.
The gold standard would be to gain new members/volunteers whether it is to a party or a
campaigning group.  To achieve these, organisers will try to get one or more “big names” to
address their meeting, and to undertake as much publicity as they can manage, both online
and in real life.

Organisers tend to be experienced and connected members of either one or more groups, or
well-connected ‘free-floating’ activists.  In the white heat of an issue achieving high salience
in the media, non-“activist” people do appear to stage one-off events (often film-showings of
popular documentaries), but they tend to lack the strategy, experience and techniques to
convert these moments into anything longer lasting, and often soon revert to purely “private”
life, with no visible impact for their efforts.



The Sage(s)

There are different “kinds” of sage, and their motivations for speaking at public meetings will
vary. There can be overlap in the categories mentioned below, and individuals can also
move from category to category over time.

· For academics, being able to add attendance and contributions to various public
meetings will be useful when they are next called upon to prove “Impact” (though public
meetings are not as useful as being quoted by policymakers, or engaging in various
round-tables with politicians and civil servants).

· For public intellectuals, the policy officers and chief officers of charities and
campaigning groups, there is a more general motivation to maintain or increase the
personal profile of both themselves and also the groups they are employed by. It is
important for such organisations to be more than just a name in a newspaper article or
an advert on the television.  This becomes more important if the individual/group has a
major new report or book to tout.  They hope that those attending the meeting will help to
contribute to that indefinable “buzz” that successful interventions in the policy game
need.

· For up-and-coming/established activist “leaders”, the profile and confidence of
speaking at such events will make it easier for them to get media coverage, bringing
them to the attention of policymakers, with whom they enter into a symbiotic relationship
(sitting on advisory panels, committees etc).

The Attendees

As with sages, there can be a wide range of motivations, with different ones rising to the fore
in different individuals at different times. For the purposes of this paper, I will, somewhat
artificially, divide these into three categories. In real life there is overlap, drift and
development between the categories, which I have labelled troopers, trots, and tourists.

The troopers - For some, attending meetings has become a habit, part of their social life in
the same way other people attend football matches, or go to the cinema. For these people,
issues and campaigns may come and go, but the rituals of meetings, and the satisfactions
and compensations they derive from attendance, endure. They may or may not be
members of a particular group or set of groups, but if they are, it is not that affiliation that has
driven them to attend.

The trots - Meetings are also attractive to members of groups seeking to recruit to their own
causes and parties. They will attend and make it clear (via questions, heckling, selling
newspapers outside) that they have a different (superior) perspective.  These individuals are
easily spotted – they tend to cluster, and ask long, self-satisfied and smug questions that
invite – but rarely receive- an answer along the lines of “why, yes, your vanguard



groupuscule is in fact correct in its analysis and its praxis, please do lead us on to storm the
Winter Palace.”

The tourists. The third category is the most amorphous, unpredictable and also most
connected to the waxing and waning of public attention (the so-called Issue Attention Cycle
– Downs, 1972). Others are particularly animated about, curious or concerned about a
specific issue.  They read something in a newspaper, see something on television, or read or
see something online and are keen to hear more.  For some, they are also considering
getting more involved (though this is by no means a given: it would depend on the credibility
of the organisation(s) putting on the meeting.  They hope to learn more about the issue, pick
up some information about what is going on locally and then think about whether/how to get
involved in what is going on.  They expect a relatively concise, or at least coherent, speech,
and the opportunity to ask questions. They tend not to be interested in minutiae, and are
actively repelled by score-settling and what they perceive as arcane and ideological debates.

The troopers and (especially) the trots are always hoping to recruit to their pre-existing
group, or attract people to their latest project and issue.  The trots (and not all trots are
Trotskyist, or even Leninist, Stalinist, Marxist or Maoist) believe that they have the Truth, and
therefore everyone should just follow them.

For the sake of concision and clarity, in the rest of this document, the attendees will mostly –
but not exclusively – be represented by the third category, of “tourists.”  (There are
differences in their behaviour from those of the troopers and the trots, but that is for another
time)

My assumption is that - seeking to conserve energy, time and self-image - most people most
of the time gravitate towards what is (relatively) easy, what is in their skill set, and away from
uncertainty, and situations where innovation and experiment would be required.

This is because both innovation and experiment come with a high likelihood of failure and
the accusation of the waste of limited resources.

Sensible people tend to move away from what they might be punished for, especially if the
rewards of a new dispensation are going to be non-excludable common goods (i.e. they will
be able to free-ride.)

Meanwhile, it is distressingly easy to make a career out of saying, via books, articles,
interviews, websites and speeches, that “the cat should wear a bell.”  Individuals and
organisations can always produce a new report and plug the new obscenities in “the cat
killed three more mice.”



I am not saying that the death of mice should be ignored. By all means commemorate the
mice who've died, who have been murdered by the cat.  But that's your starting point  - then
you have to dig down.

SPuMes works as a labour-saving device.. You can just plug in the new data. You can plug
in the new obscenities and the new offences against current and future generations when
there are always plenty to go around.

The likely consequences are obvious. If we follow the path of least resistance and least work
we never build up muscles, capacity to act. And so we stay weak.

Meanwhile, if you attack the thin consensus, if you get into “what is to be done,” you lose
friends and alienate people, unless you have the most amazing social skills. So, the
imperative is to keep it vague, keep it fluffy.



What are the transactions? (Imagining imaginary contracts”)

Now (finally!) we arrive at the ideal types of transaction between the three actors.

The same caveats that applied to the discussion of the “ideal type” of public meeting apply
here, but with the additional proviso that I am NOT suggesting that such a bald statement of
needs/expectations has ever been stated (or possibly even thought) by any actor ever: the
“contracts” are imaginary, tacit, but nonetheless ‘real’ in their impact.

My argument is that these transactions sustain SPuMeS and the syndrome cannot be
tackled until the underlying drives are acknowledged.

There are three sets of relationships, with two directions of expectation/offer in each set,
giving six such imaginary contracts

I will deal in turn with Organiser-Sage, Organiser-Attendees (tourists) and Sage-Attendees in
turn.  For the sake of concision (too late?) I will simply put into an imaginary contract what
each is expecting from and offering to the other actor.



Organisers and Sages Transactions

Organiser to Sage Contract

Dear Sage,

I will supply a platform for you, the likelihood of a reasonable to good turn out of people, who
will buy your book/ideology. You will advertise your book/charity/organisation and our
organisation will get some reflected star power. In exchange you will use your ‘star power’
and give a competent summation that tells attendees what they want to hear and does not
too explicitly raise the actual power differentials involved – if attendees truly saw the size of
the challenge, they would be likely to become demoralised and less available for future
meetings/events. You certainly should not focus on what the opponents of the bad guys have
done wrong.  So, in summary, by all means denounce the cat, say that the cat should be
wearing a bell, but do not point to the past failures of the mice to make decent plans/take
decent actions to force the cat to wear the bell (or, in fact, abolish the cat).

Yours sincerely

Organiser

Sage to Organiser Contract

Dear Organiser,

Thanks for your kind invitation. I have checked my diary and I am not washing my hair that
night. So, I will come along, lending the patina of celebrity and intellectual heft to your
organisation(s) – we will agree not to cuddle too close in public, of course, since some of the
disdain your organisation receives among Important and Serious people might rub off on me.
In exchange, I expect you to provide a certain level of cloying sycophancy while introducing
me to the assembled throngs. You’re not paying me, so I am not going to do any particular
thinking or bring my A-game- my standard comments about the cat and the importance of a
bell will have to do. I will sprinkle in some recent gory details of mice being dismembered to



dial up everyone’s outrage, since this all runs on outrage, fear, righteous indignation.  That,
combined with a  couple of stories of “success” (whatever that means) and an exhortation
that el pueblo unido nunca sera vencido should keep most of the attendees happy.

I am also expecting you will give me a relatively containable, if not actually docile audience. I
don’t want to be held to account for any blind spots, and I’d really rather not have to go
head-to-head with any tedious ideologues, or people who know as much or more than me
about the issue (not that I think that it is likely that such people even exist, of course!)

If you don’t deliver this, I may be washing my hair next time you ask, and other sages will
hear that I got a rough time and make their own decisions about when they will be washing
their hair, should you ever want to ask them.

See you on the day, and how many books do you expect I will be able to sell?

Yours sincerely

Professor (not Doctor – please note!) Sage.



Organisers and Attendees Transactions

Organiser to Attendees Contract

Dear Attendees,

I know, I know. There’s so much information overload – so much datasmog – out there.  And
I know you care about being (seen to be) a responsible citizen who gets their information
unmediated, straight from a particular sage or set of sage.  Therefore the organisation I am
part of (which you should really think about joining by the way: here’s the link) is putting on a
public meeting about the Thing That Is in The News That You Care About.  So, you can
come along, hear some of the information that

a) journalists don’t talk about because they don’t have time for/aren’t convenient for our lords
and master to be common knowledge, and that

b) you haven’t thought to have sought out via a quick Google or Youtube.

Armed with that information and the memory of the emotion you felt when the sage told you
that el pueblo unido nunca sera vencido  will result in you  then having the sense that you
are in the know, that you have discharged your responsibility to be properly informed about
the Thing That Is in The News.

And anyway, by coming you will probably meet up with people you don’t see very often, and
have a bit of catch up!

In exchange, well, please do abide by the tacit ground rules - I expect you to applaud politely
and not be too overt in your phone scrolling during the sage’s entirely predictable and
basically useless-to-our-purposes speechifying, which will be at a vague and national level,
with nothing granular, spikey or useful to us in the here and now.  I know some of you want
to ask very obvious or impossible-to-answer questions, or give speeches about you and your
particular group and how only it has All The Answers, but please do try to keep this to a
minimum. (But I’ll not police this too hard, because I expect to be able to come to meetings
of groups you are involved in and abuse the process in the same way!)



See you soon! And the revolution is just a public meeting or three away!

Organiser

Attendees to Organiser Contract

Dear Organiser,

Thanks for the invite! Those of us who are not working shifts, who are able to get a
baby-sitter and have not had enough of being treated like ego-fodder at top down events,
may come along and applaud where we are supposed to, and some of us even might buy
the book that the sage has just written.  We are expecting it to be vaguely competently run,
not starting too late or finishing too late (though many of us will not be sticking around for the
post-meeting meet up in the pub etc).  We want to have our outrage stoked. We definitely
don’t want to have any of the following

A) a blunt assessment of just how fubarred we actually are, because then we will just get
more depressed

B) a blunt assessment of how ritualised “resistance”, in which we are complicit, has failed
to slow the acceleration of our fubarred-ness

C) awkward questions about the different skills, knowledge, relationships and resources we
as citizens would need to (co)create if we were to be meaningful actors in the pointless
wriggling-on-the-hook race to unfuck the world and be marginally less complicit in the
sixth great extinction.

We know that there is always the possibility of the Q&A becoming even more dreary than it
currently is, but we also know that some of the things that would unfuck it would also make it
more liable to capture by the tin-foil hat brigade (chemtrailers, 5G etc).  There’s no simple
solution to this….

See you on the appointed day

Attendee



Attendees and Sages Transactions

Sage to Attendees Contract

Dear Attendees,

So, I am coming to your grimy provincial hovel on the appointed day. I will tell you some
things you already knew or could have suspected. I will make you feel fear and anger,
disgust and dismay. We all love a good emote, after all. It distracts us, albeit too briefly, from
a frank consideration of the prospects for a habitable planet a century (decade?) from now.

I won’t have done any particularly up-to-the minute research (and anyway, I am saving those
bits for my next book), and I certainly won’t be able to offer any insights about your local
situation, in your charming (not) provincial hovel. Or if I do offer any advice, it will be safe
“join the political party/campaign of the organisers., sign a petition, use the sexisting lobbying
systems).

Then in the last couple of minutes I will assure you that “el pueblo unido nunca sera
vencido.”  As Harvey Milk said, “you’ve got to give them hope.” Even if it’s false optimism,
cruel optimism, and merely perpetuates their hopium addiction. After this
slightly-longer-than-agreed-with-the-chair performance, you will kindly applaud me (standing
ovation not necessarily needed, unless I am quite old and the audience thinks this might be
the last time they see me in the flesh).

I will then answer questions that are sufficiently narrow and sycophantic, while ignoring the
big picture.

So, to sum up - I tell you some funny stories. I get to treat you as ego-fodder, you get to be in
the presence of him (or less likely her) off the tellie. It’s a win-win.  You buy my book, I will be
even happier.



In exchange, you get to feel like a responsible person, who has tried to cut through –
personally – the mediation by the media.

Buy my book.

Yours sincerely

Sage

Attendee to Sages Contract

Dear Sage,

Yes, fine - we will turn up, applaud when we are supposed to, not roll our eyes or suck our
teeth too obviously. We will also not notice – or rather, pretend not to notice - when you don’t
really offer anything new, anything that a tolerably intelligent or tolerably informed layperson
might not have said with an hour’s research and preparation. We know, we know, you’re
keeping all the really good stuff for a more important audience, either televised or properly
paying.  We know that you’re not casting your pearls before us swine. The game is, after all,
the game.  In exchange, we only ask that you let us keep sucking on the hopium pipe, that
you don’t spoil our illusions of if not imminent, then at least POSSIBLE salvation thanks to
some as yet undescribed technology or constellation of actors. We don’t want to be
reminded of our class’s complicity and silence in decades (nay, centuries) of rampaging
ecocide and mayhem.  That would spoil our mood mightily. So, stay in your lane, nobody
gets hurt.

Looking forward to an autographed copy,

Attendee, willing to be part of the audience rather than an actual participant



What threats to the Public Meeting System must be managed
(what would break the tacit agreement, or render it problematic)

There are tacit agreements that certain behaviours will not be engaged in.

Organisers in relation to sages

Organisers must not expect sages to

· do much work. The sage isn’t being paid, and so won’t expect to do more than come
along and deliver their stump speech (which basically amounts to “the cat needs to wear
a bell: buy my book to find out more.”)

· reflect on failure in public (let alone in private) or to say/do things that would endanger
their own profile, admit fundamental ignorance or failure etc.

· have to deal with anything too thorny in the Q and A/discussion.

Sages in relation to organisers

Sages must not

· expect a huge turnout (there are multiple ways an ego-threateningly small turnout can be
explained away).

Organisers in relation to attendees

Organisers must not

· Make attendees feel guilty about not doing more, or reflect on their passivity.  The
“system” must be blamed (and to be sure, the rich, the organisations controlled by the
rich ARE mostly to blame).  But we can’t control that, we can however resist better…

Attendees in relation to organisers

Attendees must not

· Expect them to do more than produce what is in essence a youtubed TED talk in real life.

· Expect them to endanger their place in the ecosystem. This is a ritualised event.
Everybody knows their role.



Sages in relation to attendees

Sages must not say

· Anything too gloomy (usually – though sometimes people are in the mood for full-scale
disasturbation. This has been the case with recent climate activism, for understandable
reasons.)

· Anything that casts the current modes and methods of “activism” in a poor light, for risk
of offending attendees amour propre.

Attendees  in relation to sages

Attendees will not say

· Anything too “stroppy” that challenges the bona fides of the sage.

· (organisers who create too many opportunities for this, don’t protect their asset, will find
that sages become less available – word gets around)

· Anything that would expose the failure to predict the current situation, or the general
nakedness of the emperor.

Who benefits?

The Standard Public Meeting Syndrome described above has been stable for decades, (at
least), at least within the UK and Australia, and presumably beyond.  It clearly provides
benefits to many actors, be these organisers, sages or sub-types of attendees (especially
troopers and trots).

The organiser can bask in reflected glory of the Sage, appearing responsible, even adult.
Their organisation gains the emails/phone numbers of new tourists, and gains in profile and
reputation.

The sage has a captive audience (attendees who became audience rather than
participants), is able to give a low-cost speech, based on existing work, without ever having
to do any serious thinking or responding.

The attendees get to socialise, and be seen (in their own eyes as well as others’) to be
responsible citizens, at near-zero risk of being asked to do anything specific.



Who does not benefit?

Before discussing what could be done to disrupt these institutions in constructive and
progressive ways, I want to provide an initial answer to the question of who does not benefit.

We can subdivide this into those who are participating regularly in the existing SPuMeS and
those who are not currently or who never have (or will) attend.

Those who attend

· The status quo does not work for organisers who want to expect more of the sages, or
more of the attendees.

· The status quo does not work for sages who wish to go beyond the existing format and
ask awkward questions (not all sages are narrow, self-interested and blinkered
individuals). Some are constitutionally incapable of only turning their analytic energies on
the Bad Guys. (They have a lean and hungry look, and think too much. Such men are
dangerous…)

· The status quo does not work for many attendees (though it seems to for troopers and
trots). Specifically, among the tourists,  it clearly does not work for those who attend one
meeting or two, who are put off by the information deficit model (those who do not
remember school fondly). (it is entirely possible for a meeting not to have an information
deficit model but still be off-putting. Indeed, people may be attending purely to get
information, and not want to be drawn into more involvement).

The far greater (numerically) category is of those who have not come to any meetings and
who never will.

Some of these people can accurately be described as apathetic. There are always those
who are selfish, uninterested, and the willing to “free ride.” However, we need to believe that
there are many other people who would like to see a better world, and would be willing to put
significant effort (within various constraints, many real, some imaginary) in to making that a
reality, but just don’t see themselves as “activists.” Many of these people worry a lot about
the state of the world but think that they are the only one to do so, or just don’t see a way
that their time/energy/expertise could be of use or interest to “activists.”

Most people will never go to a public meeting. There are multiple reasons for this, beyond
when and where they are held, access to child-care, money etc.

We must also remember future generations, and other species:  as I wrote in the
smugosphere video I made in 2009 or 2010, nobody ever gets a message from an aggrieved
polar bear (or less charismatic non-megafauna) saying “we’re dying out here. Your marches,
petitions, funny placards, ‘rebellions’ are not working).

In Billy Bragg’s mournful ‘A New England,’ we hear that

Mother sees but does not read the peeling posters
And can’t believe that there’s a world to be won



But in the public schools and in the public houses
The Battle of Britain goes on.

A Thought Experiment on what kinds of meetings are likely to be popular

Imagine you have enough mental and physical bandwidth to attend only one of two possible
meetings. Would you go to an event that was

“Go to a well-attended meeting with Him Big Speaker off Tellie, speaking about His
new book/project, with some opportunity to hear questions and hang out, without
having to listen to too many incoherent and frankly embarrassing rants about the
Illuminati, 5G, whatever is flavour of the month with the unhinged. The good turn out
that means you can continue to believe there is a snowball’s chance in hell that we
might avoid the worst of the seemingly inevitable shitstorm that is heading our way,
without having to expend too much limited physical, mental and emotional effort,
while deriving the satisfaction of being part of the responsible citizenry.”

Or would you instead attend the following

“Come together for a relatively small turnout where there MIGHT be some really
interesting ideas, but not ones you’ve heard before and can bank’n/repeat, and which
MIGHT well involve having to watch the organisers trying to wrestle the microphone
away from Barry the COVIDIOT or Lizzie the 5-G activist who has moved on from
chemtrails and Men in Black, with four different underfunded and probably
doomed-to-failure local campaigning groups all pleading with you to do boring work
with them that will probably amount to half of nothing.”

It's a no brainer, isn’t it? And that is one of the many many challenges facing those who
would try to change the status quo. Nobody said Saving The World was gonna be easy.



Section Two- What is to be done?
As I have said, and will say again, “expect resistance.”

If we accept that the current trajectory of social movement activism is not matching the
escalating threats we face (the so-called grand societal challenges), then we must challenge
SPuMeS. But to challenge the syndrome with any hope of success, we need to have a clear
set of “reasonable” changes that we can propose, and also to know what sorts of resistance
we will meet: To blindly and blithely repeat previous reformist efforts and expect a different
result is at best foolhardy and at worst criminally negligent.

In this section therefore, I will lay out

a) what actors of good faith in all three categories might try to do before, during and
after a public meeting, and how they might support each other.[15]

b) the ways that threats to the current system would be dealt with (expect resistance).

Thus far I have spoken of a system that is stable, mutually-reinforcing and able to police its
own boundaries. This is not, however, a counsel of despair. Just because a system is
dynamically stable, does not mean that  it is immobile, perpetual.  In this section I ask “What
might still be done to improve it within the relatively strict parameters” and also who has what
responsibilities to do this work? (The cat must wear a bell, but the question is, who is going
to do the belling?).

I divide this into some more general and then more specific recommendations, around what
organisers, sages and attendees can do differently, what they can expect (demand) both of
themselves and of each other in these processes. I also divide it into before, during and
after, though of course “after” is a moot point. Meetings should always be seen as part of a
broader, iterative process.

Organisers

Organisers have the greatest influence/amount of power but also in some ways the most to
lose

They need to think of how the organisation and “the movement” is going to benefit in the
very framing of the event.  Even if it is a feeder event for a focal event within the emotacycle,
there is space for more connection, questioning.

The organiser has a responsibility to ask how can it be a meeting, where people actually
meet (the clue is in the name).

How can you encourage the sage to answer more challenging/useful questions?

How can you create the conditions for difficult questions to be surfaced?

Sages



Sages could use their sage status to “transrupt” (disrupt in transformative ways) Public
Meeting Syndrome, but it would need them to have honest proactive conversations with
organisers BEFORE an event, and be willing to give up some of the opportunities for
grand-standing and ego-foddering.

Attendees

The least short-term power and  the highest likelihood of flaming out  - ultimately, the
organisers and the sages need them – public meetings cannot happen without the public,
but they are, like the public generally, unlikely to spontaneously act in ways that are
uncomfortable/difficult and are in the long-term collective good of future generations.

Of the three sections below, the “before” is surely the most important, and also the least
likely to be activated.  “Let’s see how it turns out on the night” will be the mentality.  “You
need to relax” etc…

But getting the settings right is crucial, setting the frame within which individuals and groups
act to be their “best selves” and avoid being willingly or unwillingly, wittingly or unwittingly,
turned into ego-fodder.

The “One third/two thirds” rule

Public meetings can easily become doom-and-gloom fests (when they are not
excruciatingly long and tone-deaf self-adverts, but that is another story)

Fractally speaking, therefore, one third of a sage’s speech should be about what is wrong
and why (because you can’t suggest solutions unless you are clear on what you think the
causes are). Two thirds of the speech should be about what is to be done. This can
include ‘what has been tried before, why it didn’t work. Is it worth trying again in the same
format? Do we still have the resources? What new resources (skills, knowledge,
relationships ‘etc’) do we need?

The same could apply for the Q&A- get “purely for information”/points of clarification
questions out the way as soon as possible and then get into questions of what is to be
done, by who.

One key task for reformers would be to create a social norm that public meetings will be
based, wherever possible, on a one-third, two-thirds rule. This requires talking about it,
doing it, praising other people when they do it. And beating those who do not do it to
death, and hanging their rotting corpses on a gibbet: obviously.



BEFORE the event

Before - Organisers to Sages

Dear Sage,

Thanks very much for agreeing to come to the public meeting. We are trying to improve our
public meetings so they are more “on point” and more likely to get people who attend to
become (more) involved in making the world a better place.  We are going to be doing some
“mingling” and interactivity, but as far as your contribution is concerned we are very much
hoping you will

Before

Advertise the event via your social media,  and engage with folks who are planning to come
beforehand

If you have time to record a cut down version of your speech and put that online, that would
be even better

During the event

We hope you will

a) Stick to the agreed amount of time (we have a ‘crowd-sourcing’ mechanism for this
b) Devote one third of your allotted time to the problem, and two thirds to the solutions

and who is to implement them and in what circumstances. If one third/two thirds is
too much, perhaps fifty/fifty?

With the Q&A we’re going to be trying to ensure that questions are concise and to the point
by giving attendees a couple of minutes to refine them in small groups. We are going to
divide the Q&A into two sections - the first being points of clarification of fact, and the second
more general (and hopefully to the ‘what is to be done?’ end of the spectrum.

We know it can be very hard to give concise answers to complex questions, but we’d like
you to try so that we can get through a good number.

Inevitably we are going to not have enough time to answer everyone’s questions.  We are
going to ask people who didn’t get to ask theirs to write them down. We will then send you all
these. We are hoping you will agree to provide answers to these that can then be posted on
our website.  (If you want to just record your answers, we could run it through transcription
software, tidy it up, check with you and then post it.)

We are going to be filming and putting the speeches online for those who cannot attend

Please let us know if you have any questions, and thanks again for agreeing to speak.



Before - Sages to Organisers

Dear Organisers,

Thanks again for asking me to speak. I am keen to make sure that the event is a success. I
will speak to the topic very much with a bias towards “what can we do?” rather than a litany
of the world’s ills.  I will keep my answers as brief as possible to questions. If I am sharing
the platform with another speaker, can I propose the following - we take one question for
each of us and while one of us is answering, the other can be mapping out their reply - this
will probably make it more succinct and compelling.

I am happy to try to answer relevant questions that are not covered “on the night” - I could
simply record my answers and you can either put the sound recording, or a transcription up,
or both: may as well make use of the same technologies that our lords and masters are
using to surveil us.

Yours sincerely

Sage.



Before- Organisers to Attendees

We want you to turn up on the night, obviously. You’ll meet loads of people (but don’t worry,
we will also cater to people who want to sit on their own and not be bothered by other folks.)

If you can’t come, send us short questions you would like to be asked in the Q&A, and
suggestions. Here’s our email. [x@xxx.com}

Before - Attendees to Organisers

Attendees need to tell the organisers that they cannot take anyone’s attendance for granted.
Here’s an algorithm for this. (see figure “our responsibility to our movement”)

Dear x,

I saw that you’ve organised a public meeting. I am not sure whether to invest time,
energy and mental and emotional bandwidth to attend. Can you tell me how you
intend to make this event interactive and focussed on building social movements
(and, yikes, political parties, if that is folks’ thing), rather than just further listing the
world’s ills and having a gloom-fest.

Yours in hot anticipation...





Before - Attendees to Sages

Dear X

I’m going to come to your event.

I won’t heckle on the condition that you

A) Keep to time!
B) Use at least half your time to talk about “what is to be done/what has been attempted

and went well/failed”
C) Answer questions succinctly.

On the topic of questions - here’s one….

Yours sincerely

Narky Bastard.

Before – Sages to Attendees

Dear Narky,

Thanks for contacting me about the upcoming public meeting. Yes, I will be trying to focus on
solutions, and to answer questions directly and concisely. I have written to the organisers to
assure them of this.

As for your question, which I thought was a good one, here’s a link to what I have just put up
on my website in response to it (I left your name off, referring to you as “someone from
Questionsville. If you would like to be named, I can amend).

See you on the night - please encourage your friends ot come if they can, or at least to
watch the footage afterwards!



DURING the event

Think of it as a three stage

1. Before the meeting itself (layout of the room etc)
2. During the sage speech(es)
3. The Q&A/discussion and closing

Before the formal start of the meeting, it’s surely a good idea to have a notice up on the
screen to the effect of

“One goal of this meeting is that you meet other people (the clue is in the name). If you don’t
want to meet folks, please sit at the front left corner and no-one will bother you. If you do
want to meet other people, we’ve got name badges and the like…”

Sage responsibilities

● Deliver an engaging speech that stays within time limits and sticks to the agreed ratio
of “the cat should wear a bell” and “how we could make the cat wear a bell and what
has not been done very well in the past?”

● Answers questions/replies to comments as succinctly as possible. Refuses to get
engaged in dick-swinging/horn-locking with anyone in the audience who wants to
throw shade/more heat than light.

Organiser responsibilities

Thanking everyone for coming and especially the new folks.

Knowing how to pronounce the sage’s name (it is very disrespectful not to get it right!).

Reminding the sage(s) that “If you finish 10 seconds before your time is up, you look super
super cool.”

Encouraging attendees to connect with each other, briefly.



Organisers could also try to help people situate the meeting in a broader scale of what is
happening, locally, nationally, internationally.

Organisers could try to get one (or even both?! Probably not!!) of these acknowledgements
at the outset of the meeting.

Acknowledgement of Greenhouse Gases

“We acknowledge that this meeting is taking place in a society whose economy has grown

massively over the last two hundred years, in large part from the burning of coal, gas and



oil. We acknowledge that the increase in carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases in the

atmosphere is causing the planet to warm, and that other species and the poorest humans

are suffering first, but that we will all suffer in the future. We acknowledge that as people

who have benefited from previous burning, and as people who continue to burn fossil fuels

above and beyond the global average, we have a primary responsibility to work to

minimise carbon dioxide emissions in fair and sustainable ways, and to help the poorest

among us adapt to the inevitable changes that climate change will bring. We also

acknowledge that efforts thus far to do this have been at best useless.”

https://manchesterclimatemonthly.net/about/read/acknowledgement-of-greenhouse-gas-emi
ssions/

Acknowledgement of Meeting Dynamics

“We who are gathered here have multiple motivations, not all of which can necessarily be
met. There are desires for information, for connection, for status, for a sense of hope in
pretty bleak times. Acknowledging these multiple motivations means that we have to try to
make space for other people’s motivations and needs to be met, if possible. When it’s not
possible, well, that’s what facilitators and meeting design is for.  Play nice, share – all that
shit they tried to teach you in kindergarten.”

It is not necessary (or even sensible?) to “hit people between the eyes” with both of these.
There is sliding scale from

a) having them on the powerpoint slides at the front, before the meeting starts, and
perhaps in any hand out that you give out (e.g. bits of paper on the chairs)

b) having them read out by the organiser/chair

c) having them read out by a mix of people, one sentence at a time. (this works as a
‘warmer-upper’ activity

Having kept the speaker(s) to time with the clap technique, and then make sure the Q and A
is not dominated by the usual suspects, enabling folks to hone their questions You might
choose to then take them FIRST in order of “clarification” of something I don’t think I
understood and THEN in disagreement/what is to be done?



[the whole question of video and audio recording, of live-Tweeting etc is another question. If
you have the capacity, great. If you don’t, can you get it? It’s not totally a deal breaker.]

Attendee responsibilities

● Sit at the front left if you are not in a mood (at the moment or ever) to mingle.
Otherwise, mingle.

● If it is shit, vote with your feet. You don’t need to flounce out tossing a resentment
grenade over your shoulder, but also you don’t need to lie if an organiser asks you
why you left…

● If you ask a question, keep it short and relevant, ‘kay?
● If they ask you to fill out a feedback form, be totally honest (brutally if needs be).





AFTER the event

Everyone is knackered, so good organisers will be aware of this and have done as much
post-meeting preparation as possible beforehand.

After - Organisers to Sages

Thank you email

“Dear Sage,

Thanks so much for coming and delivering such a fine speech -  succinct and
thought-provoking speech.

The feedback forms we asked people to fill out were overwhelmingly positive.

Here are the questions that folks still had when the Q&A finished.

We would very much like to have you back at a future date. In the meantime, do keep
in touch with any events, books etc that you would like us to publicise.

Yours sincerely

x

After - Sages to Organisers

Something like

Dear x,

Thanks for organising the event, which I found bracing.

I know that both of us were a little perturbed by how the Q&A turned out, but on
reflection, I think that sort of thing is both inevitable and even useful.  We need to
stop pretending that there are simple, obvious answers that we can all agree on. We
need to move beyond what some genius labels “thin consensus”, and I think those
who were attending for the first time will have seen social movement organisations
debating tactics and strategy, rather than sitting smugly and saying the cat should
wear a bell.

Best wishes

Professor



After- Organisers to Attendees

There will be many people who didn’t come to the meeting (for whatever reason) who will
have some interest in what happened.

Within a couple of days there should be

A follow up email/facebook message etc with the absolute bare bones of what happened,
and a link to a decent informative (but not necessarily blow-by-blow!) blog post

If you have the capacity,

● a video of the event
● a transcript of the event and the Q&A (with link to Google translate?!)

After - Attendees to Organisers

Attendees may have had a largely positive or largely negative experience.  On the basis of
that, there are two outline kind of communications they might send organisers.

Positive

Dear x,

I attended your event. Thank you for putting it, I know it takes a hell of a lot of work.

I particularly appreciated (insert something here)

I wondered however if next time you might consider…

Yours sincerely

xxx

Negative

Dear x
against my better judgement I attended the meeting you organised yesterday. I know
you put a lot of work into it, and I respect that.
However (and there is always a big however)  I would note that the speakers ran
over time, that most of the questions came from men, that most of the questions
were speeches in disguise and that many people left without, seemingly  having
spoken to anyone and their body language was of severe disappointment.
I have a set of suggestions about how the format of future meetings could be
tweaked.



If you are interested, you can contact me. If you are not, that’s fine. I will not be
attending any more of your meetings.
Yours in solidarity for escaping the Smugosphere and avoiding ego-fodder...

If you want to go full parrhesia, you could add a PS...
PS We’re not here to fuck about you know, we’re here to change your culture. If you
don’t want to change the culture, then that’s fine. But I’m not going to give you the
validation of my attendance at your shitty shitty meetings.

After - Attendees to sages

Email

Dear X,

Thanks for your performance at the public meeting on [date] at [place].

What I most appreciated was that you [delete as applicable]

● Kept to time without the chair having to remind you more than once.
● Didn’t just bang on about how the cat should wear a bell, but gave us some

useful perspectives on how other groups have tried to sort out similar
problems to the one we are facing here.

● answered questions succinctly and even pithily, and that you didn’t get
bogged down in tedious ideological point-scoring and nit-picking, despite the
invitation to do so by that very irritating man (I know him, he’s dreadful).

● Promised to answer questions that there was not time for – and have done so
(I’ve had a look at your website)

● Didn’t abuse the Q and A to add more to your spiels

What would be good if you…

● Kept doing this sort of thing
● Encouraged other BENs on the circuit to do the same – we need to shift the

culture

Best wishes

xxx

After - Sages to Attendees (and - crucially- others)

Blog post on website, or link to video where they answer questions which were put to them.

(This would have a salutary effect on the organisers?!)



Thanks to everyone who came to the event.

“Here’s the questions I didn’t get time to answer and my answers.”

Table of suggestions

So, here is a table of some of these above suggestions, and some others, partly ripped off
from here.

Before During After

Attendees
to organiser

Letter to organisers
saying “how are you
making this actually
interactive?” With
suggestions

AS PER MY LETTER
and the algorithm

Keep
questions/comments
short

Back-seat facilitate if
they are actually
flailing

Law of Two Feet (but
no flouncing allowed)

Applaud actual
efforts at innovation
(whether they have
“succeeded” or not)

Point out (on sliding
scale from dear
wonderful to wtaf?) a
lack of innovation
and its
consequences

Send post event
email

Attendees
to sages

Letter to sage, asking
them to disrupt/transrupt
the format

Keep questions
short, pointed.

Buy their book if you
really want to

Engage with them,
applaud actual efforts
at innovation

Attendees
to other
punters

If you know people who
are thinking of going,
offer to meet up before,
esp if they’ve not been.
Explain the rituals and
the format

Keep questions short
and pointed

Be welcoming on the
night

If you met people,
don’t be stalkery

Reply to reasonable
emails etc (if it is
safe)

https://marchudson.net/2020/12/22/transrupting-the-emotacycle-the-smugosphere-and-ego-foddering-more-ideas/


Sages to
organiser

Get clarity on how much
time they are willing to let
you talk/want you to talk.
Make sure you get clear
guide on what the topic
is.

Help publicise the event

Keep to time during
talk and during
questions

Thank them, suggest
modifications to
format

Sages to
Attendees

Reply to any
questions/suggestions

Maybe record a short
video about the topic

Answer their
questions as
succinctly and
honestly as possible
(perhaps even record
yourself if the session
is not recorded, so
you can answer
better in future)

Reply to reasonable
comments/criticisms

Reflect on how it
went, so next time
you do better

Organisers
to
Attendees

Make sure it is a
well-designed meeting so
that it isn’t just the sharp
elbowed who are going
to get to talk

Make sure the meeting is
about the right fucking
question (which is usually
not Should the cat wear a
bell? But HOW ARE WE
MICE GOING TO BELL
THE FUCKING CAT.)

Turn to someone

Before the q and a
actually begins…

Get a blog post up
asap about what
happened (this
signals to those who
were not there that
you give a damn
about them).

Organisers
to sages

Find the single right
question and make sure
they know that is what
you want, and agree to it.

Explain that you will keep
them to time

Publicise the event so
they get the maximum
possible ego-fodder, but
not in a passive way!

Start on time

Get their name right

Give them all the
time they said

Thank them.

Ask for feedback



Particularly “systems-thinking” organisers (such beasts like to believe that they exist) might
try to use their prestige/experience to help other, less experienced holders of meetings get
up to speed on how to do it well, via direct and indirect mentorship.  This is pure fantasy, of
course, but give me some rope, tie me to dream….

What sorts of responses to expect?

In two words, “Expect resistance”

This section outlines some typical responses you will get from all three actors. As well as
making claims on their own behalf, they will also assume that other actors will not be willing
to change (in the same way that people massively over-estimate how much resistance other
folks have - spiral of silence blay blah”)

Organisers

Organisers first instinct will be to say -“We don’t have time.” They may or may not genuinely
believe that, but underneath is disdain for what they perceive to be “hippy bollocks.”

If you persist in proposing changes they will probably not say “we don’t have the resources
or the confidence to do what you suggest”, since that would mean they had to accept offers
of help, and they will probably perceive these as a takeover attempt, or being patronising.
Instead they will make one of two arguments

Firstly “Attendees won’t be happy. They can do the touchy-feely stuff with their friends.”

Secondly “Sages won’t be happy – they will be less likely to say yes because we are forcing
them to do additional research/thinking, and to say things that might stretch the thin
consensus. This makes them less likely to say yes to future invitations, meaning we would
have to rely on LAURIE’s, which is a ball-ache”

A more sophisticated response, especially common with LAURIE meetings, is what I call the
Circle Jerk - where because everyone is now sat in a (small or big) circle, then that is
considered “innovation enough”.  To be clear - it is better to have everyone sat in rows and
then introduce as many innovations as you can than to have everyone in a circle but the
usual gang of people running the show, but now able to hide behind the fact that everyone is
in a circle - as per Jo Freeman’s Tyranny of Structurelessness).

Sages

Sages are unlikely to publicly demur/explain that they are not going to attend modified
meetings. Instead they will say that they are double-booked, or tired or simply unavailable.



If they are in a blunt/take no prisoners mood, they will say one or more of the following

● “Attendees have liked what I’ve done in the past – I’ve had no complaints”…
● “I have come to tell my research, not to engage in ‘what-if’ debates.”
● “I’m not as good “on my feet” – I am not here to be an insta-pundit.”
● “You say you want me to disrupt the thin consensus, but in my experience you don’t.

You’ll be all butt-hurt and there will be months of tedious fence-mending. FTN.”

Attendees

If we accept that SPuMeS has persisted for so long because it helps to manage anxiety and
guilt rather than to have any likelihood of success, then it follows that pointing this out will
likely create more anxiety.

People who have been involved in the past (and many of the troopers and Trots have been,
as have a significant number of the newbies) would, if pushed, say something along the lines
of

● “I didn’t come here to be insulted.” [to which the inevitable reply is “No? Where do
you normally go?”]

● “Organisers should mind their own fucking business about how much time and
energy I have to give. They’re just trying to recruit me to their own little tedious af
group anyway”

● “I don’t want to hear from sages about what I should be doing – who elected them to
be the boss of me?

Attendees will vote with their feet, either on the night or more likely simply be less likely to
come back to future events. Since this is a key metric for organisers (and way for sages to
be attracted), then this would quickly become a problem...

I have proposed responses to most of these arguments from organisers, sages and
attendees, but

a) I could be wrong

b)  It’s up to people to figure out how they respond

c) This document is already quite long enough



Key recommendations
So, inevitably there are those who still want answers to the “What Is To Be Done?” question.
To cater to these readers, there are three final points I would make here, around resistance
(I know, I am a stuck record), time and collaboration.

Expect Resistance

Firstly, those who wish to change the dynamic face enormous challenges and must expect
resistance. Yes, I know I said this.  But seriously, it needs repeating.

Very little of this resistance will be overt. Just as racists aren’t overt - it is not just about
dickheads in bedsheets with burning crosses - resistance will not be only be people with
crossed arms and sneers. Just as climate opposition is no longer outright denial but comes
couched in terms of “bridging fuels” and “transitions” and so on, the opposition will come
cloaked in the language of agreement.  “Yes, but not just yet/not in this way.” Or “Perhaps
after the next Big External Name we might begin to consider an experiment along the lines
of…” or there will be an entirely tokenistic/out of context “attempt”, designed to fail and so to
inoculate against the need for further experimentation.

Most people who want to change SPuMes will sooner or later give up, and stop trying to
punch the smoke monster.  And this will send a signal to other reformers not to bother. And
these efforts will be forgotten and so a little while later, someone else will have to come
along and go through the cycle again.

Some will (want to) believe that all you have to do in order to get change is explain to those
currently engaged in the Public Meeting System that the existing format is “sub-optimal” or
“maladaptive” and offer an alternative.  This is merely a variation on the failed “information
deficit model”, where information on its own is seen to have magical properties that
overcome individuals’ pre-existing cognitive and emotional framings AND also the broader
ecosystem of rewards, punishments and relationships that stabilise that system.  I mean, it’s
deluded.  [That is NOT to say that individuals are incapable of significantly changing
systems, but rather that it will take courage, persistence, luck, support and time, all of which
are in fantastically short supply.]

Other resistance will be more overt – dismissing proposals for change as un-necessary, or
hand-holding, or hippie nonsense – “we’ve got to focus on the real problem, comrade,
overthrowing x or y or z” (Can’t help myself - my reply is “Yeah, how’s that working out for
you, numbnuts?  You’ve been saying it for decades and I just do not see any evidence of
progress. In fact, all I see is further embedded atomisation, isolation, egotism, loneliness,
despair etc.”)



It takes time

My second point is to expect this to take a long time, far longer than it should, and far
longer than we have.  (If you have some magic way to accelerate the process of institutional
change, please do let the rest of us in on the secret). Getting people to change their minds
is hard enough. Getting them to change their behaviours is even harder.

One obvious immediate task – to which this document hopefully contributes, is the need to
increase awareness of the format, its shortcomings and the predictable consequences of
those shortcomings.

As James Baldwin said “Not everything that is faced can be changed, but nothing can be
changed until it is faced.”

In practice, this means explaining what happens, why it matters and – potentially – the
underlying motivations and dynamics, as this article has done.

“We’re gonna need a bigger boat” (the need for coordination)

Finally, system change requires multiple actors working in some sort of co-ordination.
You can (and should) lead by example, but your impact will be limited unless people see
other relevant organisations (and individuals) doing more or less the same thing. Therefore,
change agents will need a coalition of other actors in the same “eco-system”. So, working
with other individuals and groups to do things better, and then encourage enthused
onlookers to gain the skills and experience is far more likely to succeed than endless
exhortation and badgering (but you’ll also lose the will to live, whereas the badgering means
you can keep your moral and intellectual (sense of) superiority intact for no real work. Guess
what course I am choosing...)

Therefore, those who wish to increase the power of active citizens to meet grand societal
challenges will need to intervening, in ways considered likely to make a sustained and
meaningful difference, in the particular systems that people find themselves in, using
whatever position they have in the broader eco-system.

We have the responsibility to use what power we have, as wisely and strategically as we
can, to effect system-level change and make it easier for the ‘right’ actions, which have a
chance of success, of becoming embedded.

In general, people attend public meetings for a variety of motives. They are seeking some
mix of information, status, connection or hope.



The information motivation is in some ways the easiest (though the quality of that
information will be variable!)

The status motivation needs careful consideration, since status is sometimes/often about
hierarchy and competition for scarce resources (time, attention, “right”-ness). The main way
in which people try to gain/maintain status is (ab)using the question and answer session.
They are needing to signal their reading/knowledge/concern, hoping to flag to other relevant
interested parties that they are available. [Or perhaps a better word than ‘status’, with its
implication of a master-slave struggle, of domination, is ‘recognition’ - that you are seen by
other people as to be giving a damn.]

The connection motivation is also difficult to manage. We should remember that individual
women (and to a lesser extent men) will be wary of being ‘hit on’. And accidentally
encouraging a stalker to become obsessed with them.

The hope motivation is now very difficult to cater to, and becoming more so.  It is clear to
anyone with a brain that we are not going to prevent serious consequences from teh mess
that is unfolding, and may not “get out” of it at all. It may be that “we” simply lack the
stamina, connectivity etc to overcome the inertia baked into our systems  And that there are
consequences for past inaction – there is no carbon budget left, the consequences are upon
us .

Over time, the goal is to create new norms that troopers are used to, that Trots have to
tolerate (and which may even sometimes pull them away from Trot-ness) and that tourists
see as “normal” in every sense

Such norms might even help everyone function in ways that help achieve at least some of
the various motivations people have.



Discussion and further work

This is in no way the final word on the subject of public meetings (though it might be
mine)   From an academic perspective, there are other lenses besides transactional
analysis which could usefully be deployed to uncover insights of use to theorists and
practitioners. One obvious lens would be institutional work. In this setting institutions
are the “‘rules, norms, and shared strategies that structure human behaviour and
choices’. The crucial point is that they can be (a) formal, written, and widely
understood, or (b) informal, unwritten, and difficult to detect” (Munro and Cariney,
2020). Institutional work refers to the work that goes into creating, maintaining,
disrupting or defending institutions.  From the perspective of practitioners, there is
both the different forms which resistance to change will take (and the creation of
counter-measures to that resistance), while foregrounding the realisation that while a
relatively overt arena of struggle, SPuMeS is by no means the only pathology within
the broader field of ‘active citizenship’ in need of improvement if the changes in both
design and implementation of policy that so many regard as crucial are to occur.
While “fixing” SPuMeS is necessary, it is very far from sufficient.

It might be worth doing further work on the creation/maintenance of ‘thin consensus’
and what an “inter-sensus” might look like (i.e. grown-ups agreeing to find generative
and generous ways to work together even when they don’t agree on underlying
causes of a problem)..

It might be worth thinking about thin consensus as a way that organisations
perseverate rather than move through “OODA loops.” That is, it is easier to stay in
the Observe, Orient part of an OODA loop before trying to move to the Decide, let
alone Act portion..

Most significantly, we should think about what actually drives the action of some
actors in the smugsophere.  The quote below, from a book by the humanist
psychologist Carl Rogers is on point. The “he” he refers to is a consultant who was
employed by a company to establish some factories with ‘flat hierarchy.’

He told me that while the experimental plants continue to do extremely well,
and he feels pride in the work he has done with them, he regards his work
with the corporation as a failure. The top management, though appreciative of
the increased profits and good morale of the experimental plants, has not
moved to follow this model in their other plants, even though it appears
evident that overall profits would be increased.
“Why not?” I inquired.
His answer was most thought-provoking: “When managers from other plants
look closely at what we are doing, they gradually realize how much of their
power they would have to give away, to share with their employees. And they
are not willing to give up that power.” When I stated that it appeared that



power over people was even more important than profits  which are supposed
to be the all- important goal in industry  he agreed.
(Rogers and Freiberg,1994: 372)

The cynic in me suggests that the main reason organisers and sages will resist
comes down to the same thing Rogers’ correspondent found - it is about control, and
access to power.

The cynic in me also suggests that you could “fix” public meetings (using some of the
techniques described above, and others) and the social movement organisations
would still fail, would still fail to keep (m)any of the people persuaded to join the
struggle.

In closing, a public meeting is just one entry point for active citizens, alongside
friendship groups and big ‘set piece’ actions (marches, camps etc). We should
remember also that the internal dynamics of most social movement organisations
are so comedically and horrifically bad that the best public meetings in the world
would not make up for the (un)natural wastage that this leads to.
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Appendix 1: Active Citizenship Toolkit
The Active Citizenship Toolkit is yet another semi-stalled project. The idea is that individuals
and groups can do a skills and knowledge audit of what they need, what they have, the gap
between them and then try to plug the gaps.  Mm-kay.

Here are some of the “elements” that make sense. With links.

Designing meetings

http://activecitizenshiptoolkit.net/category/meeting-design

Facilitating meetings

http://activecitizenshiptoolkit.net/elements/meetings-facilitation-meatspace

Attending other people’s meetings

http://activecitizenshiptoolkit.net/elements/attending-meetings-of-other-groups

Giving Feedback

http://activecitizenshiptoolkit.net/category/feedback-giving

Taking Feedback

http://activecitizenshiptoolkit.net/category/feedback-taking

http://activecitizenshiptoolkit.net/category/meeting-design
http://activecitizenshiptoolkit.net/elements/meetings-facilitation-meatspace
http://activecitizenshiptoolkit.net/elements/attending-meetings-of-other-groups
http://activecitizenshiptoolkit.net/category/feedback-giving
http://activecitizenshiptoolkit.net/category/feedback-taking


Appendix Two

Smugosphere

The smugosphere is “that space where things are done not because they might succeed,
but because ‘that is the way we always do things.’ In concrete, if tabloid terms, if athletes do
not train, there is a tournament or match, they lose. If politicians do not make speeches,
knock on doors, kiss babies, there is an election, they lose. If business people do not bring a
product to market and keep (most) companies happy, then quarterly profit statements reveal
failure. In most fields of human endeavour, there is a link between effort and feedback
(footnote about racism, slavery, classism). The lack of reflection on the format and efficacy of
public meetings, and the lack of experimentation, is exactly the outcome we might expect of
the smugosphere.

The smugosphere is the “background noise” and underlying institutional norm, which makes
this kind of report all the more likely to sink without trace, since in the smugosphere it is
accepted that we do things that make us feel good/sustain ourselves.

In the interests of fairness/completeness, the smugosphere’s adaptive qualities should also
be mentioned. It allows for a certain amount of bonding capital, and the creation of a
‘resilient’  culture which can help individuals and groups survive (by ignoring or explaining
away) downturns in activity and support, so-called “abeyance.”

Emotacycle

The emotacycle is a slightly more complex concept, dealing with the creation/maintenance
of a sense of momentum/progress, culminating in what opponents would describe as an
attempt at collective “virtue signalling.” In essence, it posits a series of “feeder events”
(meetings, protests) aimed at building attention on and willingness to engage in a specific
event (a focal event, or ‘orgasm’), usually at a national level. If this focal event is deemed a
“success” by its proponents, a further focal event is announced, and the pattern recurs (see
figure 1 below). The dynamics of the emotacycle are beyond the scope of this document. If
someone wants to pay me and/or goad me (preferably the former – if the latter, writing abuse
of 50s, one word per note) then I may look into it. But it’s depressing af.

Within the emotacycle there will be focal events (often marches, camps and “rebellions”) with
a series of feeder events (often but not necessarily exclusively public meetings. Public
meetings are often- but not always -  feeder events within an emotacycle. This allows for the
deferral of further tactical or strategic thinking to “after the focal event.”[4]



(Source – Hudson, 2019: 24th March)

https://marchudson.net/2019/03/24/activism-and-the-emotacycle-opinions-suggestions-sought/

